Online IMDS/CDX Training
Supply Chain Packages

Just one weak link to your supply chain can affect your entire global compliance. But when your supply chain is better-educated and better-enabled with training and resources, you all can collectively and seamlessly succeed.

Because of this, Tetra Tech is offering discounted supply chain IMDS training packages.

---

Package Levels

**LEVEL 1**
10-100 Suppliers

**LEVEL 2**
100-1000 Suppliers

**LEVEL 3**
1000+ Suppliers

---

**Added Value**

**Custom Training Content**
Our Tetra Tech training experts will customize training content to specifically meet your own internal data quality requirement needs.

**Special Supply Chain Login**
Members of your supply chain will be provided a special login code that grants them their discount course rate.

**Dedicated Helpline**
A hotline number will be dedicated to your supply chain only. We'll be on-hand to answer data quality requirement questions specific to your operation.

---

Learn more at sustainable-markets.com/training